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  uAvionics Unmanned Systems Technology has been founded in 2014 as a realization 
of a lifelong passion for unmanned flying vehicles. We offer ready-to-fly, integrated sys-
tems that deliver critical data to our customers from the above. 

Our unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have found applications in rescue missions in Au-
stralia, inspecting underground heat pipelines network, up to monitoring gas pipelines, 
railway traction as well as surveillance of critical areas. 

uAvionics focuses on using the unmanned technologies to optimize processes and to 
lower the business operating costs. 

At the end of 2015, due to high volume of requests from our customers, we founded a 
subsidiary devoted to services with our unmanned platforms – Aviospections.



PRODUCT S-410 TIGUAR
GENERAL
Available as an airframe ready for on-board systems inte-
gration as well as Ready-For-Mission UAV system. 

Tiguar fits under the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration 
55 lbs. regulation and meets Polish Civil Aviation Authori-
ty requirements regarding UAVs. 

Tiguar is Non-ITAR restricted allowing the customers to 
easily access its amazing capabilities. 

USER FRIENDLINESS 
Modular design.
Completely interchangeable separate parts: fuselage, lan-
ding gear, two wings and two tails. 
Quick Assembly.
Fast and secure connections. Less than 2 minutes total 
assembly time. 
Small logistic footprint.
Material covers or 1800x800x300mm transport case. 

LONG ENDURANCE
Cutting-edge aerodynamics: winglets, integrated gimbal and engine cover reduce fuel consumption.
Proprietary AirHybrid™ electric-gasoline coupled propulsion system is available as an option. Revolutionary separated 
V-tail ensures proper parachute operation as well as reduces drag significantly. 

AirHybrid™ PROPULSION
SmartSmart combination of an electric and gasoline engine with Electronic Fuel Injection. It optimizes fuel consumption by 
more than 30% compared to carbureted engines. 
Has built-in starter that reduces the risk of injury.
On-board electrical generator provides up to 150 Watts of electrical power. 
Silent muffler that reduces the acoustic signature is available as an option. 
Active temperature control allows the aircraft to operate with optimal performance in subzero and extremely hot condi-
tions. 

SAFETY
First-in-the-world distributed triple redundancy aircraft control system gives the highest reliability for sensitive mis-
sions with valuable payloads. It also ensures no fatalities in case of missions over civilian regions. 
Parachute landing system allows recovery in unprepared sites and serves emergency purposes. In case flight control 
systems fail the parachute is deployed automatically. 
Built-in starter that allows restarting of the engine in case it stops. It also makes ground operations easier and safer. 
Integrated navigation and strobe lighting is available as an option. 
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PRODUCT
S-410 TIGUAR

Value
Manual with stabilization, autonomous
Triple redundancy (3X) available
400 Hz

Control System Specifications
Flight modes 
Redundancy 
Refresh rate
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Value
4.1 m / 13.45 ft
2.32 m / 7.6 ft
25 kg / 55 lbs
Electric-gasoline propulsion system
14 kg (without fuel) 
Grass, football field, hardened road,Grass, football field, hardened road,
launcher*, automatic takeoff available 
3500m AMSL
20+ h
1800 km
21 - 25 m/s / 40-49 knots
40 m/s / 77.8 knots
Landing on runway, parachute landingLanding on runway, parachute landing
Against light rain
-20 C to +40 C 

Aircraft Specifications
Wingspan
Length
Maximum takeoff weight
Propulsion type
Empty weight 
TakeoffTakeoff

Flight ceiling
Maximum Endurance
Maximum Flight Range
Cruise speed 
Maximum speed
Recovery 
Environmental protectionEnvironmental protection
Operational temperatures

Value
HD 720p with 30x zoom
640x512 resolution with 35 mm lens, 8.3 Hz
Electronic gyro stabilization

Payload Specifications 
EO sensor
IR sensor 
Stabilization
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Control System Specifications
Flight modes 
Redundancy 
Refresh rate

Payload Specifications 
EO sensor
IR sensor 
Stabilization

Aircraft Specifications
Size unfolded
Size folded
Maximum takeoff weight
Payload weight
Maximum Endurance
Propulsion typePropulsion type

Value
70 cm x 70 cm
50  x 30 x 20 cm
7 kg
1kg
35 min
Six BLDC electric enginesSix BLDC electric engines

Value
HD 720p with 30x zoom
640x512 resolution with 35 mm lens, 8.3 Hz
Electronic gyro stabilization

Value
Manual with stabilization, autonomous
Triple redundancy (3X) available
400 Hz



FLIGHT MANAGER
At uAvionics, we believe the future of UAVs is in their relia-
bility. The uAvionics Flight Manager is the first in the world 
autopilot system to offer triple redundancy at low costs. 

Our goal is to provide high-end autonomous flight con-
trol solutions to UAV integrators, manufacturers and 
academic communities. 

Flight Manager makes use of uAvionics proprietary auto-
pilot software and does not rely on any opensource pro-
ject. Thanks to that it is a good choice for safety critical ap-
plications

FEATURES:
- Small size even for triple redundancy system – 53x33x23mm for a single autopilot
- GPS waypoint navigation with altitude and airspeed hold
- Fully integrated with 3-axis gyros, accelerometers and magnetometers, pressure altimeter
- Extensive data logging and telemetry capabilities
- USB connector for easy configuration and access to logs
-- MicroSD card memory

SERIAL BUS COMMUNICATION ON-BOARD

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS:
- Distributed triple redundancy offering superior reliabi-
lity 
- Easy wiring making use of only 6 wires to connect all de-
vices on-board
- Straightforward addition of new devices 
- Thorough diagnostics
- Built-in vibroinsulation

THREE FULLY
FUNCTIONAL
AUTOPILOTS

SERVO
NODE

PAYLOAD AND 
GIMBAL
CONTROLLER

POWER
MANAGER

SIX WIRES BUS

PRODUCT FLIGHT MANAGER - AUTOPILOT
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uAvionics specializes in unmanned aerial vehicles design 
and production. We combine a unique set of skills allowing 
us to deliver cutting-edge products to our customers. Our 
projects are usually differentiated by high level of integra-
tion, well-thought-out design and high quality.

Aluminium ribs with quick assembly system for our S-410 
Tiguar aircraft is just one example of our advanced me-
chanical designs and production capabilities. 

Flight Manager – the autopilot system for unmanned 
aerial vehicles with built-in vibroinsulation presents our 
capabilities in terms of sophisticated electronics design.

Our advanced unmanned aircraft airframes are manu-
factured in-house and we want to provide that capability 
to our customers. Composites are perfect for prototypes 
and short series of products as well as where strength-to--
mass ratio is of most importance. 

Sophisticated software that runs on our autopilots is just 
one example of what we do. Embedded software is a cru-
cial part of our business and therefore we can offer servi-
ces in this area to our customers. 

All metal parts of our state-of-the-art aircraft are made at 
our CNC center. We use Haas machines to obtain perfect 
quality.

Integration of different types of electronics and mechani-
cal parts and designs is also one of our services. 

CONCEPT

SERVICES

MECHANICAL DESIGN

ELECTRONICS DESIGN

CNC

COMPOSITES

SOFTWARE

FINAL PRODUCT
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USE CASES
 We offer our customers persistent surveillance capability with long endurance unmanned aerial vehicles. Reliability 
of triple redundant autopilot system coupled with 20+h of flight endurance can serve well government, commercial 
and defense purposes.

Whether your mission is to protect life, borders, property assets, or critical infrastructure you can rely on uAvionics 
UAVs for information delivery and situational awareness. 

UAV Outback Challenge Rescue Mission

Challenge:Challenge: To rescue a person that found himself lost in the Australian Outback. Predefined search area was at a distance 
of 15 km from the Operations Command and the size of 2.5x1.5 km. 
Solution: S-380 Barracuda unmanned system flew a single mission automatically detecting places where a lost person 
could be and delivering live images to the Operations Command. It was mainly guided by visual-range cameras although 
infrared video could also be used. uAvionics software suite was able to precisely show geographical coordinates of where 
the man requiring help was. 
Result:Result: Coupled with S-380 flyovers, the Operations Command was able to precisely determine the position of a lost 
person and deliver help to him quickly. If not for UAVs used in the mission, he would be probably dead. 

PKP Energetyka uses uAvionics UAVs to monitor railway traction

Challenge:Challenge: Railways are crucial for the economy of every country and especially for the companies that own them – they 
are their crucial asset generating revenues. Therefore, it is a top priority for such companies to keep tracks in good condi-
tions. The PKP Energetyka – a national operator of railway traction has called uAvionics to demonstrate the possibility to 
use unmanned aviation in railway traction inspections.
Solution: uAvionics has launched several drones to carry out inspections of railway traction from above. The video was fed 
in real time to ground operations personnel and then given to PKP Energetyka for further analysis. Thanks to that, PKP 
Energetyka was able to identify places with possible future issues.
Result: The case proved how unmanned aircraft can be a powerful tool in enhancing railway safety and infrastructure in-
spection. PKP Energetyka was able to take preventive actions in places with identified issues and save a lot in future repa-
irs and lost train drives due to damaged infrastructure. 
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USE CASES
Border Patrol

Challenge: Long lengths of borders that cut through desolated areas cannot always be supervised with traditional me-
thods. 
Solution: uAvionics UAVs can provide reconnaissance and surveillance to decision makers without sending any traditional 
forces on long and dangerous missions. It also reduces costs as compared to manned aviation. 
Result: Thanks to the data that is live fed to the ground operations center, it is possible to identify illegal immigrants, 
human traffickers and more.

Inspections of Gaz-System gas pipelines network. 

Challenge: The national operator of more than 11,000 km of gas pipelines requires inspection of the whole infrastructure 
at least 4 times a year in order to ensure safe operations. They need to find leakages, controlled area breaches and lacking 
pipeline signs. 
Solution:Solution: Long endurance S-380 Barracuda has flown several long missions to gather aerial data for live analysis on the 
ground. Several spots with potential dangerous issues have been identified. 
Result: Thanks to uAvionics operations, Gaz-System was able to take preventive actions in places with potential danger. 
uAvionics demonstrated the possibility to use UAVs and lower the operating costs of such gas pipelines operators. 
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